1. Introduction

A modern condition of project and program management technologies development is characterized by their further development and widening their implementation in different fields of application. It also concerns the scientific companies’ operation, where survival and further development in modern crisis and turbulence environment is extremely
important. This article is devoted to studies of introduction of project management technologies for sustainable development of scientific enterprises by means of efficient actions on formation of portfolio project management.

**Challenge problem.** The growth of population of the planet and elevation of life standards in particular regions, inevitably leads to customers’ demand extension, and as a result, to extension of industrial and agricultural production. Thus, it requires building new plants, implementation of intensive innovative technologies in agriculture, that leads to exhaustion of limited capacities of natural resources, considerable aggravation of global ecological situation [1, 2].

The way of product production growth by means of building and simple arithmetical replication of old-fashion technological level plants has run out of stream. From the other hand, the way of equipment dimensions decrease, reduction of energy consumption, saving classic production methods has also came to its natural technological and economical edge, when with fixed preplanned profit, the dimensions of plants just slightly decrease, while economic expenses for their building grow exponentially [3].

Therefore, the strategy to handle this global and controversial problem of population lays on the way of implementation of nanotechnologies, that in last several years have started their blustery development. In practical aspects, it is a production technology of products or its components that are needed for creation, processing and manipulation of particles, sizes of which are stated to be in range from 1 to 100 nanometers [1].

One of the most prominent direction of nanotechnologies is nanobiotechnology. The products of nanobiotechnology are designed for all living organisms [4].

Solving before mentioned issues, we meet the problem of time limits and financial resource limits, multitasking and prioritization of accomplishment on planned action, aiming to create new biological products, efficiency of distribution and usage of available resources, etc. [5].

The pointed out problems can be solved using project approach, that in modern practice is implemented due to project management technology application [6, 7]. Using this approach implicates application of integrated methods and models of effective project management [8]. However, deep studies of literature sources shows, that application of existing models and methods for commercial company management can not be to the full adjusted for project management of commercial development of state scientific organizations with science-based innovative biological products. It requires new methods and models development, that will allow to consider the specific management objects for non-standard situations and in turbulent environment [9, 10]. That is why studied in the article models and methods of management of complicated projects and their application in the field is actual.

Of course, the identified issues require professional treatment of management, that shows the necessity to implement project management approach that would provide multidisciplinary efficiency along with on schedule results.

So, the projects in the field of nanobiotechnologies should be placed in a category of challenging science–based projects. To receive maximum effect from their implementation, first of all, main peculiarities of such projects should be identified for further successful introduction of modern mechanisms into them. Therewith, science-based innovative companies are no willingly use project approach, though this specific activity is characterized by the programs for adjustment of new productions of innovative products of nanotechnology, and as a result, requires the formation of project management portfolio and its skillful management, using modern methods and means of management.

### 2. Analysis of literature base and problem formulation

From one hand, nanotechnologies got its greatest evolution in such countries as Japan, USA, Germany and UK. In Ukraine and in post-Soviet countries a number of well know scientific-research schools study nanotechnologies. However, main directions are electronics, metallurgy, civil army and technics, material sciences.

As to biological objects (microorganisms, plants, animals, humans), the most prominent practical results have been reached by scientists of The Ukrainian State Scientific-Research Institute of Nanobiotechnologies and Resource Reservation, that is also a Satellite Center of Trace Element – Institute for UNESCO (Lyon, France). With that, till this time there has not been a single try to use modern achievements of theory and practice of project management for advanced implementation of nanobiotechnologies, as one of the most effective directions of agriculture.

The problems of portfolio project management have been studied by numerous Ukrainian and foreign scientists, such as Bushuyev S. D., Yaroshenko F. A., Tanaka H. [6], Morozov V. V. [7], Sydorchuk O.V. [8], Rach V. A., [11], Tselia U. N. [12], Archibald R. [13], Clofford F. [14], Miloshe-vich D. [15] and others. In particular, we raised the difficulties in formation of project portfolio in building and IT companies, and program synthesis issue in different fields of knowledge. However, the problem of choosing the optimal content of project portfolio for development of science-based companies in turbulent environment has not been thoroughly studied for its practical resolution.

**Unsolved aspects of the problem.** A lot of studies have been performed in the field of innovative project management, there are some examples of successful accomplishment of scientific projects. However, the peculiarity of portfolio project management of science-based projects brings certain corrections into classic methods, where the success of project realization is determined by other criteria, specific for each particular direction. The challenge is to determine main differences of projects in nanobiotechnologies, aiming further effective application of methods in the project management realization [7].

### 3. Purpose and objectives of the study

The main goal of this research is to find the opportunities to involve project management approach to formation and further portfolio project management, considering the factors of turbulence environment, innovative character of projects and their science-based peculiarities. For that, it is important to identify the peculiarities of decision-making process in the process of formation and portfolio project management of specific projects, project unstable environment and its influence peculiarities, and to offer interaction scheme of innovative projects inside the portfolio.

To solve the set missions, we need to solve following issues:

1. To make characteristic analysis of innovative projects of science-based companies.
2. To make a list of projects to form a project portfolio.
3. To build an integration model, that links scientific advanced research products, current innovative projects and future projects of innovative development.

4. Analysis of the characteristics of innovation projects nanobiotechnology

One of higher priority scientific directions in the field of nanobiotechnology has been started by The Ukrainian State Scientific Research Institute of Nanobiotechnologies and Resource Reservation (further Institute). Development of this direction made it possible to synthesize and industrially produce basic essential micronutrients. Studies, production and sales development as at the national market, as abroad, may be considered a project. So, project portfolio contains following projects:
1. Fortification of products for general consumption (flour, salt, sugar, soft drinks, drinking water...).
2. Product bio-fortification for mass consumption:
   – Farming, meat, different domestic and farm animals by adding well-balanced polisaturated microelement composition in formula feed and water.
   – Fortification of vegetable products (all grain crops, vegetables), using microelements in pre sowing seed processing and during plant vegetation period.
3. Special purpose products for people with elevated risk of disease emergence for following population groups:
   – people working in hazardous industry (chemists, metallurgists, miners, mechanic engineers, people working in ore mining industries, in nuclear power plants and so on);
   – sportsmen, astronauts, militarists, rescue workers, where stress situations and physical exertions are typical for their every day work.
For all working categories the necessity of microelements intakes is elevated. It is connected with compensation of hazardous factors influence. To fulfill the balance, additional microelement intakes are needed.
4. Manufacturing of veterinary products for treatment purpose (animals, birds, useful insects including silkworms, bees).
5. Receiving and usage of disinfecting products and paints on a base of Silver and Copper biocide character, manufactured using nanotechnologies.
7. Manufacturing of packing materials of biocide character, aimed to extend product storage period.
9. Trace element application for pharmaceutical industry.
11. Production of special purpose products, for army and civil needs for preservation in State Government Reserve of Ukraine.

5. Building integrated model for management improvements in innovative project process of science-based company

Management improvement of science-based innovative project management of the company should be initiated from regulations of portfolio project and program management, the processes of development and project decision making. The decision must not have any lobby grounds, but should be motivated by strategy and feasibility studies [11]. Fulfillment of requirements provide following steps:
1. Consolidation of plan making and control of all projects and programs in one plan of innovative project activity. As a rule, a manager responsible for strategic plan making and company development is appointed to be responsible for project expertise, formation, planning and control, determination of priority plans for innovative project activity.
2. Formulation and implementation of processes for initiation and development of projects and programs. Project initiation – is a result of pre-project activity, whether it is analysis of strategic opportunities or strategic planning, goal-setting in various aspects of company, for example claim analysis.
   – The development of investment strategy during company reformation must be preceded by:
   – Analysis of strategic position and the concept of enterprise development.
   Development of product-market strategy of the company, on which bases is formed goal-setting in the frames of main business of the company [16, 17].
   Of course, at first and “concept” and “product-market strategy” can only exist in the minds of senior management, without sufficient details. It is important that they must be approved by the management and informed to key developer and command of a project or a program.
3. Standardization of project cycle development and implementation of projects and programs, requirements for presented project materials, whether it is technical, economic, planning and budget or marketing documentation. Feasibility studies of projects, their gradual development and presentation in the same format – is an important measure, before making rash decision and to begin to work on the project, it is necessary to assess the situation, in order not to regret for the decision [18]. It’s not secret that among the Ukrainian enterprises there are some cases when the undeliberate decisions, led to profit losses, project term failure lost profit and strategic mistakes of enterprise. Seeing this, all projects and programs should be justified by evaluation criteria, applied to the projects of the same type.
For a project or program to be examined and approved for realization, it is necessary to have its vision according to certain form that also contains feasibility studies of reasonability of the project. Here, the depth and the form of project or program development depends on sufficient information for making project decisions. Thus, it could be a determination of project portfolio configuration [19], which consists of a specific set of active projects and that would ensure maximum benefits from the use of resources, including financial [19].

So, for small and obvious, in terms of projects or programs feasibility, it is enough to develop an investment proposal with financial and economic profit assessment (if the project has a direct economic effect). For more difficult projects, it is necessary to study the possibilities of project realization with detailed analysis of alternatives and result presentation. For the projects that require more detailed studies, that includes, for example the development of experiment models, new innovative products and other works, it required to develop full-scale feasibility study. A possible configuration of such projects’ portfolio is shown in Fig. 1.
All the projects must pass a mandatory examination by professionals, which are directly involved in the development of company strategy, expertise of financial and economic services. If necessary, the development department should use other competent evaluation.

Another important point to ensure effective management of projects and program portfolio is:

4. Competence level differentiation in making project decisions

The level of decision-making must match the importance of the project. The decision of the majority of the projects should be taken at the level of the Investment Committee of science-based companies. The composition of Investment Committee should include people, who promote the strategy of the company - functional directors, managers, responsible for development, strategic planning [20]. The Investment Committee must be headed by general director of the company, that bears main responsibility for all actions within the enterprise. With particularly significant projects, the level of decision-making inevitably moves to the level of the board of directors of the company. Of course, it is obvious, that the draft project should be preliminary approved on the Investment Committee. Besides, functional directors must have opportunity to make current working decisions in the project, within established competences and spending limits. As a rule, the allowed limits are given within a certain amount per year in quarterly terms.

As a rule, decisions in the project are made by functional directors personally and are included in projects and programs portfolio as a message. Functional Directors must report on the results of independent projects to Investment Committee [21]. But, in modern turbulent environment, where every time there are changes in portfolio environment, that significantly affect its configuration, on the number of active projects, it leads to unpredictable results and stops all project activity. As one of solutions of this situation can be offered application of dynamic programming methods, that allow to make a choice of a set of priority data of the projects. Their control will determine base configuration of project portfolio, that in the best way will be responsible for the project activity for a certain period.

The cycle of planning for innovative project can be linked to the annual cycle of financial and economic planning. However, for Ukrainian research companies that are in conditions of crisis, unstable markets and turbulent environment, the flexibility in project portfolio formation is one of the most important factors of competitiveness. The portfolio may change as the completion of stages of developing projects and programs changes, also because of changes in the strategic plans of the company and on other important considerations. To tackle the balance in terms of flexibility and company homeostasis (constancy of internal environment), there may be use quarterly cycles of consolidated planning [22].

As a rule, the consolidated planning and control of innovative projects is a responsibility of managers responsible for strategic planning and development of the company, that must ensure that the company keeps to the strategy and innovative portfolio project.

6. Methods of implementation of the proposed models of management of complex projects

Regarding all mentioned and studies problems, we can specify another list of issues to be solved to make a transfer from scientific production company to project oriented management form. Basing on experience of development and implementation of project activity in organization, we can advice following steps [12, 15, 16]:

Step 1. Diagnostics of company and management system. It aims to regulate business processes of organization, to determine strong and weak points of managements, search for resource reserves and to calculate the needed financial amount to make project portfolio and for project realization. Of course, here must be performed evaluation of existing organizational structure of the company, its opportunities to become market-oriented. Also, it is required to make apprise and make test work with the staff of scientific organization, where the issue of the biggest concern will be the ability to know and use common definitions, by means of special training tutorials, meetings, qualification improvement courses and formation of special purpose motivated teams (groups), etc.

Step 2. Development of market-oriented development strategy, that must be built basing on received analysis data of Step 1. This step is predetermined by requirements of system approach [7, 16], and basing on uncovered problem tree, will allow to build a structure of goal tree [16] pro-
gram development. The same results will become a base in elaboration of organization development conception, that will lead to formation of projects of different directions, showed on Fig.1.

Step 3. Initiation of the process of project portfolio formation. This step must be performed under a professional governance of project managers, that have necessary competences and practical skills of project portfolio management. The administrative management must be included in the process and also take an active part in it.

Step 4. Development of regulations on planning and budgeting of projects. This step may be initiated simultaneously with Step 3 and be performed parallel to it. The presence of regulating documentation will help to involve a wider circle of specialists to project management, and will allow to standardize as project management processes, as company management.

Step 5. Elaboration and confirmation of normative-regulation documentation on functioning of project management system. This step follows Step 4 and as well may be performed parallel to Step 3. Here we talk about starting up the project management system of introducing the information system and performing planning and control processes on its basis. The main processes will be development, planning and project realization, and these processes must be described.

Step 6. Tutorials for staff. In spite of the fact that staff training tutorials should be initiated starting from Step 3, the presence of this Step shows that Step 4 and Step 5 are over. But now we talk about complex trainings with real “pilot projects” of organization, of different types and configurations. Here we can talk about trial exploitation of system of project-oriented management for market-oriented organization with application of integrated information-program systems.

Step 7. Finalization of introduction of program system project management. Here we talk about corporate system of project management in the company, that may mean functioning of project-oriented company with portfolio project management, hybrid project management [22], marketing projects, innovative projects and projects of sales system.

7. Conclusions

The analysis of problems in control of portfolio project management, that regards the development realization in the field of nanobiotechnologies, can distinguish their following distinctive features: the introduction of nanobiotechnologies, in many cases, has significant national economic effect, which makes a significant impact on the value of the gross national product; prominent ecological direction of all developed products; a big variety of directions for their application; important social role of works, directed to public health improvement; the necessity to implement regulatory, stimulating, control management methods, aiming to accelerate the introduction of new technologies; the opportunity to involve advanced technologies for national security.

Thus, in the article were shown the results of latest authors’ researches, that are characterized as follows:
1. There was performed activity analysis of typical science-based Ukrainian enterprise, and on its bases there were determined main characteristics and a list of innovative projects;
2. Were identified three types of projects: scientific projects of perspective development products, innovative projects and projects for market promotion and commercialization;
3. There was built a concept model of integration of three project types in the frames of dynamic condition portfolio project management in the process of realization of market-oriented development of enterprise.
4. Were suggested the methods of realization of studied development strategy for science-based enterprise on the grounds of suggested in the article portfolio project integration model.

In the result of the study, the models of project portfolio formation, that has been developed in the past, has gained their further development. For this was offered a method of dynamic programming, using which may allow to build necessary conceptual and mathematical models and to come closer to challenged goals. Therefore, we can conclude, that this approach can be used in portfolio project management for the projects on development of different science-based companies.
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